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In this article w  investigate the following situation, which is interesting, for 
example, inthe theory of character degrees: 
Let A be a finite group, IF, the finite held with q = p” elements, and V a tinite- 
dimensional IF,A-module. During the whole article we assume p 1 IAl. If C,(V) 
denotes the kernel of the representation, we askwhether or not A := A/C,( V) has a 
regular orbit as a permutation group on V\{O). That is, we look for an element 
VE V\(O) such that C,(u) = C,(V), where C,(U) denotes the centralizer in A of 
u E V. Elementary methods using Clifford-theory l ad toa theorem concerning the 
direct product of relatively prime groups. Asan application we prove theorems on 
nilpotent groups which were received with other methods by B. Bailey Hargraves in
1980 (J. Algebra 72 (1981)). :G 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. DE~NITIONS AND GENERAL METHODS 
Here we give anotation of Kurzweil [3], whose ideas inspired most of 
the following: 
DEFINITION (1.1). Let p be a prime not dividing A.
VJ A) := The class of all IF, A-modules Vfor arbitrary p-power q. 
S,(A) := { VE VP(A) 1 A has a regular o bit on V}. 
z(A)= {pen’(A) IVJA)=&,(A));o(A) := n t(U). 
“G.4 
It is easy to see that Max(n’(A)\o(A)) < IAl - 1, indeed if pE n’(A) and 
p>IAJ-1 wehavem-l<IA(-l<q=p”,wheremdenotesthenumber 
of minimal subgroups Bi in 2 = A/C,(V). Since dimF4 C,(B,) <
dimFpV-l=:n-1 we get ~V\lJ~~,C,(B,)(~qq”--l-m(q”-l-l)= 
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qn-‘(q- l)+m- 1 >o, and there is a VE V which is not fixed by any 
minimal subgroup and therefore generates a regular o bit. 
LEMMA (2.1). Zf VESJA) for every irreducible F,A-module V, every 
F,A-module is in S,(A). 
Proof: Any V decomposes V= @;= r Vi with V, irreducible; by 
assumption we have vie Vi with C,(u,) = C,( V,), hence C,(C, v,)= 
n;= 1 C,(v,) = /Jr=, C,( Vi) = C,(V), the claim. 
We can improve this lemma in the sense that is suffices to consider only 
absolutely irreducible modules. This enables us to use classical results 
about the dimensions, etc., of those modules which were originally stated 
for splitting-fields in characteristic 0. 
LEMMA (3.1). Zf every absolutely irreducible F,A-module V over any 
appropriate finite field IF, is in S,(A) then V,(A) = S,(A). 
Proof: Let VE V,(A), V irreducible ov r [F,. Let L be a finite splitting- 
field of A with L>IF,; then V,=L@,BV= OgcG Wg, G:=Gal(lF&i):IF,), 
where xw denotes the character ofan absolutely irreducible constituent W 
of v,, which are all realizable over 5,(xw). Let w E W be such that 
C,(w)=C,(W) and 6=CgEGwg~VIFq. If V=@ for UEA we have 
wO=w, so UEC~(W)=C~(W~) for all gEG, hence aEC,(V). 
COROLLARY (4.1). x’(A) = a(A) for all abelian groups A. 
Proof: Every absolutely irreducible A-module is linear, so C,(v) =
C,( V) for all v # 0. 
If we use the fact hat for two finite groups A,, A, every absolutely 
irreducible A, xAZ-module over the appropriate field F, can be written i
the form V, OF, Vz with absolutely irreducible F,Ai-modules Vi, we get the 
main theorem of this paper: 
THEOREM (5.1). Let A,, A2 be jinite groups with (/A,/, AZ/)= 1, 
PE z’(Al) A k(A2) and let V,(Ai) = SJA,) for i= 1, 2; then V,(A, xA2) = 
Sp(A, xAA. 
Proof: Let V = V, aIF, Vz be an absolutely irreducible [F&A, xA*)- 
module as described above. There exist vE V,, w E Vz with C,,(v) = 
CA,(Vlh C,,(w) = CA,( V*). Let B, = {u = u,, u2 ,..., u,}, B,= {w= 
w,} be 5 -bases of V, and V,, respectively. Then 
?:=wtki’& wj 1 i= 1, 2,..: n;j= 1, 2 ,..., m> is a basis of V. We claim that 
C A1 x A*(U 0 WI = c.4, x A*( VI: 
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Let (u&)w)(u~,u~)=u”‘~w~~=~~=~~~~=~~~.~~~~)~~W~=V~W; then 
i=j=l 
otherwise. 
Hence I, . k, = 1 and li = kj = 0 for all i, j> 1. Therefore vu1 = I, u waz = k, w 
and the [F:-order o d k, ( ord (AZ\, ord I, 1 ord JA,l. Since’ ord k, = 
ord I,’ = ord I, and JA,J, )A21 are relatively prime we have I, = k, = 1 and 
al E Ci@‘,), a2c C,,(~,). Hence (a,, a21 G,xAZ(V. BY applying (3.I) we
get the statement of the theorem. 
II. P-GROUPS AND NILPOTENT GROUPS 
THEOREM (1.11) (Kurzweil [3]). Let P be a p-group, f2; then 
n’( P)\o( P) G (2). 
Proof: Let us assume that he statement may be true for all p-groups of 
smaller order than P. Let I/E T/,(P)\S,( P)  p# 2, p # p, such that P 
operates faithfully and irreducibly on I/ over IF,,. Since P is not cyclic t
contains anabelian noncyclic N Q P and hence V, is not homogeneous. So
If= @a, [p:Np(W)] ”,where W is a homogenous N-component with nor- 
malizer N,(W) $ P. Take a maximal U < P such that N < NJ W) < U Q P 
and write I/= O,,, rfiU, W’“l with a, = e. Since IV’ EV&U) = ,S@( U) there is 
WE IV’ such that C,(w)= C,( W’). Now choose ke E; such that 
ord k = p - 1 and let v:= k. w + wUL + . . . + w’p-I. We claim that C,(u) = e: 
For this let uU. a8 = v; then kwUUi E IV’“: hence for i> 0 we get kw“@ = wU” and 
wU = l/kw. So ord k = j - 1 ) ord u = p”. It follows that jj - 1 = pm, con- 
tradicting p, p# 2; so the only possibility is i = 0. That is, vu = o, but then 
wU = w. Since wUIU = wU’@E IV@, we get w”+ = w”l for all i. So 
UE~~C,(WQ~)=~~C,(W~~)=C,(V)=~. We finally get VES,(P), a con- 
tradiction. 
A trivial example for an odd p-group with x’(P)\o(P) = (2) is the 
following: Let A E Syl,(Gl,([F,)), i.e.a 3-sylowgroup ofthe set of non- 
singular 6 x6-matrices. It is easy to see that A z Z3 - Z,, the wreath- 
product. IAl =34>63= ~(IF~)~\{O}\. S o o bviously A cannot have a regular 
orbit on (lF2)6. 
THEOREM (2.11). Let G be u 2-group then z’(G)\a(G) c Au f, where fi 
resp. P denote the Mersenne r sp. the Fermut primes. 
Proof. Let G be minimal with 2 # p E r(G) and I/E T/,(G)\S,(G) such 
that G operates faithfully and absolutely irreducible on V. If G contains a 
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noncyclic abelian normal subgroup N, then we proceed as in the odd case 
and get the analogous equation: p - 1 = 2”, wherefore p =2” + 1 is a Fer- 
mat-prime. Otherwise itis well known that G contains a maximal cyclic 
normal subgroup N with [G : N] = 2. (See Huppert [ 1, p. 3041). Since V is 
absolutely irreducible, we have dim V= 2 and N operates fixed-point freely 
on V\(O). From our assumption we have vN=uG for all VE V\(O), so 
IC,(v)l = 2 for all v # 0 and C,(v) n N = e. Let L1( V) denote the class of 
all l-dimensional subspaces ofV and I the class of all involutions i  G. 
Consider 
t?L,(?‘)+Z\N,lF,u+-+C,(v)=(t,) 
t,k Z\N-+ L,( I’), t H C,(t). 
We claim that hese maps are bijections. Obviously it suffices to prove the 
surjectivity of 0:Let h be the involution i N. Then C,(h) =O, hence 
vh + u = 0 for all vE V. Let t E Z\N; then there must be w E V with - w’ # w, 
because t# h. So 0 # w’ + w E C,(t), which must therefore have dimen- 
sion 1. 
It follows that IZ\NI=IL,(V)(=p2”-l/p”-l=p”+l; )Z(=p”+2. 
There are only three semidirect products N. (t): the semidihedral SD,, 
with (II = 2”-2 + 1, the dihedral D,. with 111 = 2”-’ + 1, and another group 
with three involutions, which cannot be our minimal counterexample (see 
Huppert [l, p. 911). 
We conclude ps=2”-2- 1or ps=2”-l- 1and hence s= 1, p=2”- 1, 
a Mersenne prime. 
The next heorem shows that he exceptional c ses of (2.11) really exist in 
a natural situation: 
THEOREM (3.11). Let p > 2 and GE Syl,(Gl,([F,)) thenthe following are
equivalent: 
(i) G does not have aregular orbit on (IF,)‘; 
(ii) p is aMersenne prime or p is aFermat prime >3, 
ProoJ (i) 3 (ii) Follows from (2.11). 
(ii) =z. (i) Let p = 2’- 1 be a Mersenne prime. Since 4 f p - 1 G is 
semidihedral. (Gl,(IF,)( = (p2- l)( p* - p) = p( p - 1)2( p+ 1) = p. k2. 2’+2, 
k = 1 mad(2), so IGJ = 2r+2. (SL,(IF,)I =p(p- l)(p+ l)=pk2’+l. Let 
SESyl,(SL,([F,)), ISJ =2’+‘. Choose G such that we have Sa G, 
[G:S]=2. For all gEG, k, ZEIF~\{O}, ($)g=(;) implies kr +zmodp 
(**) because z/k is an eigenvalue ofg and so ord z/k in IF; divides 
ord g = 2” and p - 1, wherefore it has order 1or 2. S operates regularly on 
IF;\(O), for otherwise w would have us = v # 0 for some s E S\(e). With 
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respect to a basis {u, W} s would have the form (A ;) with b = 1 since 
det s = 1, so s a (A 7) and ord s = p, contradicting s E S. 
ff~sp1itsunderSinp2-1/2’+‘=(p+1)(p-1)/2’+’=(p-1)/2regu1ar 
orbits. Since (-h -y) ES, these are: 
A regular G-orbit would be a union of two S-orbits and so would con- 
tradict (**). Therefore every uE ‘Fz, v # 0 is centralized by an involution in 
G, lying in the maximal dihedral-subgroup of G,which does not have a 
regular orbit either. 
22-1 + 1, 
Ifp = 2” + 1 > 3, (Gj = 2(22’)2 = . 22”2 = 22’2 + ’ = 
whereas 
So G has no regular orbit on [Fz. 
This together with (5.1) gives the following result: 
THEOREM (4.11). Let G be a nilpotent group, then the following holds: 
(a) IG( = 1 mod(2)*x’(G)\o(G)z (2); 
(b) (G( = 0 mod(2) * d(G)\a(G) E fiu fi; 
(c) p~n’(G),p=2’-l&,p>3: 
p E a(G) o the 2-sylowsubgroups of G are D2,+ I -and SDzr+2-free. 
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